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Smooth Start!

Smooth Start Guide | January 27, 2022

A new semester in a new, unpredictable year means looking for ways to have a smooth start. As your trusted partner determined to help you develop the most caring and capable professionals possible, we’ve gathered the best tips, insights, and strategies to help you get your nursing courses off to a smooth start. Whether your classroom is in person, online, or a hybrid, we wish you well for the spring start!

New & Noteworthy

Built specifically for healthcare education, Sherpath offers interactive course content with a variety of assignment types, quizzing tools, and teaching resources to help you better engage students and achieve your learning objectives.

Now with virtual simulations powered by SLS and Shadow Health, students can practice interventions and interactions with patients in an immersive, digital environment.

Learn More

New Gen NCLEX®

New test items and case studies on the NGN will gauge students’ ability to think like a nurse and prepare them for nursing careers. However, writing these new item types can be daunting. To help provide further guidance on writing new NGN item types, nursing education expert Carolyn Kenns will give her step-by-step approach to writing an NGN item type.

Register Today

Learn More

Shadow Health

The AICN New Essentials prompts nurse educators to consider a new model and framework for preparing nursing students. In this pre-recorded webinar, experts Dr. Cheryl Wilson and Dr. Gerry Altamiller discuss approaches to nursing education with the new Essentials in mind, including concept versus competency-based curricula, and how virtual patients align with these approaches. They also discuss how the new Essentials align with the shift in nursing education and the future of nursing.

Learn More

How Can We Help?

Contact us for more information about any of these products and solutions, or if you’d like to learn how a custom bundle can save money for your students.

Contact Us